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a b s t r a c t
The performance of collective communication operations determines the overall performance of MPI
applications. Different algorithms have been developed and implemented for each MPI collective
operation, but none proved superior in all situations. Therefore, MPI implementations have to solve the
problem of selecting the optimal algorithm for the collective operation depending on the platform, the
number of processes involved, the message size(s), etc. The current solution method is purely empirical.
Recently, an alternative solution method using analytical performance models of collective algorithms
has been proposed and proved both accurate and eﬃcient for one-process-per-CPU conﬁgurations. The
method derives the analytical performance models of algorithms from their code implementation rather
than from high-level mathematical deﬁnitions, and estimates the parameters of the models separately
for each algorithm. The method is network and topology oblivious and uses the Hockney model for
point-to-point communications. In this paper, we extend that selection method to the case of clusters of
multi-core processors, where each core of the platform runs a process of the MPI application.
We present the proposed approach using Open MPI broadcast algorithms, and experimentally validate it
on three different clusters of multi-core processors, Grisou, Gros and MareNostrum4.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
The Message Passing Interface [1] (MPI) offers portable and
scalable performance on high performance computing (HPC) platforms. Therefore, it has been dominantly used since its invention
in HPC applications. MPI proposes an execution model based on
processes deployed on the hardware resources of the HPC platform
and communicating using message passing primitives. Both pointto-point and collective routines are deﬁned in the MPI standard
with different semantics, including non-blocking, buffered and persistent communication.
Collective routines involve a group of processes communicating
in an isolated context, and those collectives rely on the seman-
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tics of collective operations such as broadcast, gather, reduce and so
forth. A proﬁling study [34] reports that in average 80% of the total
execution time of MPI applications is consumed by MPI collective operations. That is why signiﬁcant research efforts have been
invested in the design and implementation of eﬃcient collective
algorithms aimed to improve the performance of collective operations [44,35,5,4]. For example, Open MPI 3.1 [14] employs six
different algorithms to implement MPI_Bcast and ﬁve algorithms
to implement MPI_Allreduce. On a given platform, different algorithms will be optimal depending on many factors including the
physical topology of the network, number of processes, message
sizes and so forth. Unfortunately, there is no single collective algorithm optimal in all situations. Therefore, there exists a problem
of selection of the optimal algorithm for each call of a collective
routine, which normally depends on the platform, the number of
processes, the message size and so forth.
There are two ways how this selection can be made in the MPI
program. The ﬁrst one, MPI_T interface [1], is provided by the MPI
standard and allows the MPI programmer to explicitly select the
collective algorithm from the list of available algorithms for each
collective call at runtime. It does not however solve the problem
of optimal selection but delegates its solution to the programmer.
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The second one is transparent to the MPI programmer and provided by MPI implementations. It uses a simple decision function
in each collective routine, which is used to select the algorithm at
runtime. The decision function is empirically derived from extensive testing on a dedicated system. For example, the most popular
MPI implementations, MPICH and Open MPI, for each collective
operation both use a simple decision routine selecting the algorithm depending on the message size and number of processes
[40,14,13]. Listing 1 illustrates such a decision routine, showing the
Open MPI decision code for MPI_Bcast.
Listing 1 Open MPI decision function for MPI_Bcast.
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i n t b c a s t _ i n t r a _ d e c _ f i x e d ( void ∗ buff , i n t count , MPI_Datatype
∗ datatype , i n t root , MPI_comm ∗comm)
{
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const

size_t
size_t
double
double
double
double
double
double

small_message_size = 2048;
intermediate_message_size = 370728;
a_p16 = 3.2118e −6;
b_p16 = 8.7936;
a_p64 = 2.3679e −6;
b_p64 = 1.1787;
a_p128 = 1.6134e −6;
b_p128 = 2.1102;

i n t communicator_size ;
s i z e _ t message_size , d s i z e ;
communicator_size = MPI_comm_size (comm) ;
MPI_Type_size ( datatype , &d s i z e ) ;
message_size = d s i z e ∗ ( unsigned long ) count ;
i f ( ( message_size < small_message_size ) | | ( count <= 1) ) {
return b i n o m i a l _ t r e e _ b c a s t ( . . . ) ;
} e l s e i f ( message_size < intermediate_message_size ) {
return s p l i t _ b i n a r y _ t r e e _ b c a s t ( . . . ) ;
} e l s e i f ( communicator_size < ( a_p128 ∗ message_size + b_p128 ) )
{
return chain_bcast ( . . . ) ;
} e l s e i f ( communicator_size < 13) {
return s p l i t _ b i n a r y _ t r e e _ b c a s t ( . . . ) ;
} e l s e i f ( communicator_size < ( a_p64 ∗ message_size + b_p64 ) ) {
return chain_bcast ( . . . ) ;
} e l s e i f ( communicator_size < ( a_p16 ∗ message_size + b_p16 ) ) {
return chain_bcast ( . . . ) ;
}
return chain_bcast ( . . . ) ;
}

Fig. 1. The selection accuracy of the Open MPI decision routine for the MPI_Bcast
collective operation on two Grid5000 clusters: Grisou (1a) and Gros (1b). Each data
point on the blue graphs gives the execution time of the best broadcast algorithm
for a given number of processes, P , and message size, m, available for selection
in Open MPI. Each data point on the red graphs gives the execution time of the
MPI_Bcast operation (in this case, the broadcast algorithm is automatically selected
at runtime using the Open MPI decision function). The number of processes, P ,
executing broadcasts, is ﬁxed to 600. The message size varies from 16 KB to 4 MB.
The one-process-per-core conﬁguration is used in the experiments.

The main advantage of this solution is its eﬃciency. The process
of selection of the algorithm is very fast and does not affect the
performance of the program. The main disadvantage of the stateof-the-art decision functions is that they do not guarantee the
optimal selection in all situations. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 showing results of experiments with Open MPI on two clusters. On one
of the clusters, the Open MPI broadcast routine selects non-optimal
algorithms for messages smaller than 512 KB. On the other cluster, non-optimal algorithms are selected for messages larger than
256 KB. In both cases, this results in signiﬁcant, multi-fold, performance degradation of the MPI_Bcast operation for a wide range of
message sizes.
As a more accurate but equally eﬃcient alternative to the use
of empirical decision functions, the use of analytical performance
models of collective algorithms for the selection process has been
considered. The ﬁrst detailed study of this approach was conducted
by Pjevsivac-Grbovic et al. in [31]. However, this work as well as
other early works in that direction [8,40,7] were not successful.
The analytical models derived in these works were not able to accurately compare the relative performance of collective algorithms.
Recently, the model-based approach was revisited, and a novel
method using analytical performance models for selection of opti-

mal collective algorithms was proposed and proved both accurate
and eﬃcient for the one-process-per-CPU conﬁguration of MPI applications [28]. The method proposes two innovations: (i) it derives the analytical performance models of algorithms from their
implementation rather than from high-level mathematical deﬁnitions, and (ii) it estimates the parameters of the models separately
for each algorithm. The ﬁrst innovation results in much more detailed and realistic models, while the second one further improves
their accuracy by tuning the model parameters, including the parameters of point-to-point communications, to the context of each
algorithm.
While proved to be accurate for one-process-per-CPU MPI applications, this method fails for one-process-per-core conﬁgurations of MPI applications on modern multicore clusters. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The reason is that this method is networktopology oblivious and uses the Hockney model [16] for point-topoint communication modeling, resulting in analytical models of
collective algorithms that do not account for network congestion.
While the effects of network congestion are not very signiﬁcant
for one-process-per-CPU MPI programs on modern platforms, they
become much more impactful for one-process-per-core conﬁgurations. Therefore, to improve the selective accuracy of analytical
models of collective algorithms in this case, the network topology
2
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execution time of each experiment must be dominated by the
execution time of the corresponding broadcast algorithm.
• Experimental validation of the selection accuracy of the proposed method on the MareNostrum4 and Grid5000 platforms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
related work on analytical performance modeling of the collective
algorithms, measurement of model parameters, and selection of
optimal collective algorithms. Section 3 describes broadcast algorithms implemented in Open MPI. In section 4 we derive performance models of broadcast algorithms implemented in Open MPI.
Section 5 describes the methodology of measurement of model parameters. Section 6 presents experimental validation on Grid5000
and MareNostrum4 clusters. Section 7 discusses limitations of the
work and how they can be mitigated. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Related work
In this section, we ﬁrst overview the state-of-the-art in analytical communication performance modeling and measurement of
model parameters (a more detailed survey can be found in [39]).
Then, we brieﬂy discuss the use of analytical models in the selection problem.
2.1. Analytical performance models of MPI collective algorithms
All analytical models of collective algorithms use point-topoint communication models as building blocks. The most popular
point-to-point communication models used in collective models
are the Hockney model [16], LogP [9], LogGP [3], PLogP [21] and
τ -Lop [38,36].
Hockney model represents a point-to-point message transmission in a homogeneous platform as T (m) = α + β · m, where m is
the size of the message, and α and β are the latency and inverse
bandwidth of the network respectively. The model parameters, α
and β , are assumed to have the same value for all algorithms,
message sizes and numbers of processes. This simple model has
been extensively used in modeling collective algorithms. Thakur
et al. [40] propose analytical performance models of several collective algorithms for MPI_Allgather, MPI_Bcast, MPI_Alltoall, MPI_Reduce_scatter, MPI_Reduce, and MPI_Allreduce routines. Chan et al.
[8] build analytical performance models of Minimum-spanning
tree algorithms and Bucket algorithms for MPI_Bcast, MPI_Reduce, MPI_Scatter, MPI_Gather, MPI_Allgather, MPI_Reduce_scatter,
MPI_Allreduce collectives and later extend this work for multidimensional mesh architecture in [7]. An analytical performance
model of a new reduction algorithm is proposed for a non-powerof-two number of processes by Rabenseifner et al. [35].
Culler et al. [10] propose the LogP model with the parameters
L, the upper bound on the network latency, o s , the overhead of
processor involving sending a message, or , the overhead of processor involving receiving a message, and g, the gap between consecutive message transmission. LogGP model extends LogP with the
parameter G representing the gap per byte in sending a message.
Kielmann et al. [21] propose the PLogP (Parametrized LogP) model.
PLogP deﬁnes model parameters, except for latency L, as functions
of message size, in order to improve accuracy.
A detailed study of the performance of collective operations
using the above analytical performance models (Hockney, LogP/LogGP, and PLogP) is conducted by Pjevsivac-Grbovic et al. [31].
They study the feasibility of selection of optimal collective algorithms for barrier, broadcast, reduce and alltoall using their analytical performance models. Additionally, the splitted-binary broadcast
algorithm has been designed and analyzed with different performance models in this work. The models used in the study were

Fig. 2. The selection accuracy of the method [28] in the case of one-process-per-core
Open MPI programs on the MareNostrum4 cluster. Each point on the blue graphs
gives the execution time of the best broadcast algorithm available for selection in
Open MPI. Each point on the red graphs gives the execution time of the broadcast
algorithm selected using the method [28].

and more accurate point-to-point communication models must be
considered.
In this paper, we revisit the model-based approach [28] and
propose several innovations signiﬁcantly improving the selective
accuracy of analytical models to the extent that allows them to
be used for accurate selection of optimal broadcast algorithms for
one-process-per-core MPI applications on multi-core clusters. The
contributions of this work are as follows:

• A novel method for runtime selection of optimal collective
algorithms for collective communication operations in MPI applications running on multi-core clusters, based on analytical
performance models of the collective algorithms, and application of this method to the Open MPI broadcast operation.
• Novel analytical performance models of the broadcast algorithms implemented in Open MPI. The models are derived
from their implementation code and take into account the
structure of the target multi-core cluster by representing each
point-to-point transmission as a sequence of transfers via
shared memory and network channels.
• A novel method for estimation of the model parameters,
which ﬁnds them separately for each broadcast algorithm. The
method is based on a careful design of the communication
experiments, resulting in a system of linear equations with
model parameters as unknowns. According to the method, the
3
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built following the traditional approach using high-level mathematical deﬁnitions of the collective algorithms. After experimental
validation of their modeling approach, the authors conclude that
the proposed models are not accurate enough for selection of optimal algorithms.
A general analytical performance model for tree-based broadcast algorithms with message segmentation has been proposed by
Patarasuk et al. [29]. Unlike traditional models, this model introduces a new parameter, Maximum nodal degree of the tree. The
purpose of this model is restricted to theoretical comparison of different tree-based broadcast algorithms. Accurate prediction of the
execution time of the broadcast algorithms and methods for measurement of the model parameters, including the maximal nodal
degree of the tree, are out of the scope of this work.
All the above models of collective algorithms are built using
their high-level theoretical description. The overall conclusion is
that, while these models can be used for analysis of theoretical
complexity of the algorithms, they are not accurate enough for the
task of selection of optimal collective algorithms [40], [31]. The
authors of [40], [31] also conclude that in order to improve the
accuracy of their analytical models, we have to assume that the
model parameters depend on the message size and the number of
processes.
Recently, analytical communication performance models, adapted
to current heterogeneous platforms, have been proposed. Lastovetsky et al. [26] propose the LM O point-to-point communication model based on Hockney model, Cameron et al. [6] analyze the performance of collective algorithms using a hardwareparameterized model, logn P , which is based on the LogGP homogeneous model. The mLogn P model is a further extension of logn P
proposed by Tu et al. [41]. The τ -Lop model proposed by RicoGallego et al. [37,38,36] includes the representation for concurrent
transmissions and hence allows for a more accurate modeling of
collective operations. These models include additional parameters
to represent concurrency in communication channels, memory
hierarchy and heterogeneity of communication channels. In this
work, we use τ -Lop to model the contribution of point-to-point
communications in the execution time of collective algorithms. The
τ -Lop model is brieﬂy introduced in section 4.
In our approach, we stick to the assumption of independence
of model parameters on the message size and the number of
processes. Instead, we improve the accuracy of the models of
collective algorithms by deriving them from the implementation
code. This work is based on our previous research [28], where a
novel approach to the modeling of collective algorithms and to
the measurement of model parameters is proposed. Unlike the
traditional approaches, deriving analytical models of collective algorithms from their high-level mathematical deﬁnitions, it derives
the models from their implementation code, taking into account
all important implementation details affecting the performance. In
addition, the approach relies on an elaborate method to measure
the model parameters using carefully designed communication experiments involving all collective algorithms. Experimental results
showed that analytical models taking into account implementation
details of collective algorithms were able to compare the performance of collective algorithms accurately [28]. However, that work
was limited to one-process-per-CPU conﬁgurations of MPI applications.

of the communication algorithm on each particular platform, and
if it aims to be reproducible, a well-deﬁned experimental measurement method of the model parameters will be as important
as the theoretical formulation of the model. Different measurement methods may give signiﬁcantly different values of the model
parameters and therefore either degrade or improve the model’s
prediction accuracy.
Existing measurement methods predominantly rely on pointto-point communication experiments, which are used to obtain a
system of linear equations with model parameters as unknowns.
Hockney [16] presents a measurement method to ﬁnd the α and
β parameters of the Hockney model based on a set of communication experiments consisting of point-to-point round-trips. The
sender sends a message of size m to the receiver, which immediately returns the message to the sender upon its receipt. The time
R T T (m) of this experiment is measured on the sender side and
estimated as R T T (m) = 2 · (α + m · β). These round-trip communication experiments for a wide range of message size m produce a
system of linear equations with α and β as unknowns. To ﬁnd α
and β from this system, the linear least-squares regression is used.
Culler et al. [10] propose a method of measurement of parameters of the LogP model that relies on the Active Messages (AM)
protocol [12]. The method consists of four individual communication experiments for the four parameters of the model based
on sending/receiving zero-sized transmissions and round-trip time
messages. Kielmann et al. [21] extend that method of measurement of parameters for their Parametrized LogP (PlogP) model. As
most of the parameters of PLogP are deﬁned as functions of message size, some communication experiments are repeated a range
of message sizes.
Hoeﬂer et al. [17] develop a method to measure parameters of the LogGP model. The building block of the method is a
parametrized round-trip function P R T T ( N , d, m), which depends
on parameters N, the number of messages to send, d, the delay in
sending the messages, and m, the size of the messages. Properly
varying these parameters, the method obtains equations with the
LogGP model parameters as unknowns.
From this overview, we can conclude that the state-of-the-art
methods for measurement of parameters of communication performance models are all based on point-to-point communication experiments, which are used to derive a system of equations involving
model parameters as unknowns. An exception from this rule is a
method for measurement of parameters of the LMO heterogeneous
communication model [24,25]. LMO is a communication model of
a heterogeneous cluster, and the total number of its parameters
is signiﬁcantly larger than the maximum number of independent
point-to-point communication experiments that can be designed
to derive a system of independent linear equations. To address this
problem and obtain the suﬃcient number of independent linear
equations involving model parameters, the method additionally introduces simple collective communication experiments, each using
three processors and consisting of a one-to-two communication
operation (scatter) followed by a two-to-one communication operation (gather). The experiments are implemented using the MPIBlib library [27]. This method however is not designed to improve
the accuracy of predictive analytical models of communication algorithms.
Based on the idea developed in the LMO model, Rico-Gallego
et al. [38] propose a detailed method for measurement of parameters of the τ -Lop model on a multi-core cluster. For each
communication channel, shared memory or network, experimental
measurement of both oc (m) and L c (m, τ ) are designed separately.
For the transfer time (L), the method includes measurements obtained from collective operations, such as broadcast, to improve
the accuracy of the resultant linear equation system.

2.2. Measurement of model parameters
One use of analytical communication performance models is for
theoretical analysis of the complexity of collective algorithms. In
such purely theoretical studies, the authors do not pay much attention to methods of measurement of model parameters. However if
a model is intended for accurate prediction of the execution time
4
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In this work, we use carefully designed collective communication
experiments in the measurement method in order to improve the
predictive accuracy of analytical models of collective algorithms.

the default algorithm, that is, the one selected by a simple native
decision function.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the works outlined in
this subsection are the only research done in MPI collective algorithm selection using ML algorithms. The results show that the
selection of the optimal algorithm without any information about
the semantics of the algorithm yields inaccurate results. While the
ML-based methods treat a collective algorithm as a black box, we
derive its performance model from the implementation code and
estimate the model parameters using statistical techniques. The
limitations of the application of the statistical techniques (AI/ML)
to collective performance modeling and selection problem can be
found in a detailed survey [43].

2.3. Selection of collective algorithms using machine learning
algorithms
Machine learning (ML) techniques have also been tried to solve
the problem of selection of optimal MPI algorithms.
In [30], applicability of the quadtree encoding method to this
problem is studied. The goal of this work is to select the best performing algorithm and segment size for a particular collective on a
particular platform. The approach is based on the following steps.
(1) Collective algorithms are executed on a particular platform to
collect detailed performance data. (2) The decision map is built
for the collective on a particular platform by analyzing the performance data. It is assumed that the decision map covers all message
and communicator sizes. (3) The quadtree is initialized using the
decision map. (4) The decision function source code is generated
from the initialized quadtree. For example, Linear tree, Binary tree,
Binomial tree, Split-Binary, and Chain tree broadcast algorithms are
proﬁled with a maximum of 50 processes. The experimental results show that mean performance penalty reaches 74% and 37%
and maximum performance penalty reaches 391% and 743% on different platforms respectively. While the study shows some level of
applicability of the quadtree encoding algorithm to the problem,
collection of detailed proﬁling data of collectives for all message
sizes and communicator sizes is a very expensive procedure. Besides, for some message sizes and communicator sizes the penalty
of the decision function is too high. Taking into account that decision trees are considered weak learners [11], the decision function
will perform poorly on unseen data.
Applicability of the C4.5 algorithm to the MPI collective selection problem is explored in [32]. The C4.5 algorithm [33] is a
decision tree classiﬁer, which is employed to generate a decision
function, based on a detailed proﬁling data of MPI collectives. The
same steps are followed to build the decision tree using the C4.5
algorithm as in the quadtree encoding method presented above.
The same weaknesses are shared by the decision trees built by
the quadtree encoding algorithm and by the C4.5 algorithm. While
the accuracy of the decision function built by the C4.5 classiﬁcation algorithm is higher than that of the decision function built
by quadtree encoding algorithm, still, the performance penalty is
higher than 50%.
Most recently Hunold et al. [19] studied the applicability of six
different ML algorithms for selection of optimal MPI collective algorithms. The basic idea of their approach is to create a regression
model for every collective algorithm that is available for a given
collective operation, predicting the execution time of the collective algorithm. The constructed regression models are then used
at run time to select the algorithm that minimizes the execution
time for unseen conﬁgurations. The ML algorithms employed to
build the regression models are Random Forests, Neural Networks,
Linear Regressions, XGBoost, K-nearest Neighbor, and generalized
additive models (GAM). The conﬁguration is characterized by the
message size, the number of nodes, and the number of processes
per node. The approach is evaluated using MPI_Bcast, MPI_Allreduce and MPI_Alltoall collectives. In the experimental evaluation,
the number of nodes varies between 4 and 36, and the number
of processes per node varies between 1 and 32. The experimental
results show two things. First, it is very expansive and diﬃcult to
build a regression model even for a relatively small cluster. There
is no clear guidance on how to do it to achieve better results. Second, even the best regression models do not accurately predict the
fastest collective algorithm in most of the reported cases. Moreover, in many cases the selected algorithm performs worse than

3. Broadcast algorithms implemented in Open MPI
Open MPI architecture is based on software components,
plugged into the library kernel. A component provides functionality with speciﬁc implementation features. For instance, a collective component known as Tuned implements different algorithms
for each collective operation deﬁned in MPI as a sequence of
point-to-point transmissions between the involved processes. A
communicator provides an isolated communication context for the
group of processes executing the collective operation. Processes in
a communicator are identiﬁed by an assigned rank integer number,
starting at 0.
In the broadcast operation (MPI_Bcast) a process called root
sends a message with the same data to all processes in the communicator. Messages can be segmented in transmissions. Segmentation of messages is a common technique used for increasing the
communication parallelism by avoiding the rendezvous protocol,
and hence, improving the performance. It consists of dividing up
the message into smaller fragments called segments and sending
them in sequence.
Every algorithm implementing the broadcast in the Tuned component deﬁnes a communication graph with a speciﬁc topology
between the P ranks in the communicator. Ranks are the nodes
in the graph, and they are mapped to the processes of the parallel machine. The features and topology of the broadcast algorithms
implemented in Open MPI Tuned component are listed below:

• Flat tree algorithm. The algorithm employs a single level tree
topology shown in Fig. 3a where the root node has P − 1
children. The message is transmitted to child nodes without
segmentation.
• Chain tree algorithm. Each internal node in the topology has
one child (see Fig. 3b). The message is split into segments
and transmission of segments continues in a pipeline until the
last node gets the broadcast message. ith process receives the
message from the (i − 1)th process, and sends it to (i + 1)th
process.
• Binary tree algorithm. Unlike the chain tree, each internal process has two children, and hence data is transmitted from each
node to both children (Fig. 3c). Segmentation technique is employed in this algorithm. For simplicity we assume that the
binary tree is complete, then P = 2 H − 1 where H is the height
of the tree, H = log2 ( P + 1).
• Split binary tree algorithm. The split binary tree algorithm
employs the same virtual topology as the binary tree (Fig. 3c).
As the name implies, the difference from the binary tree algorithm is that the message is split into two halves before
transmission. After splitting the message, the right and left
halves of the message are pushed down into the right and left
sub-trees respectively. In an additional last phase, the left and
right nodes exchange in pairs their halves of the message to
complete the broadcast operation.
5
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• K-Chain tree algorithm. The K-Chain virtual topology is employed in the algorithm (Fig. 3d). The root broadcasts the message using segmentation to the child processes, and then the
child processes broadcast the message to their children in parallel. As the name implies, the virtual topology consists of K
chain tree virtual topology each of which is connected to root.
1
The height of K-chain tree is estimated as H =  P −
. Last proK
cess must wait for H k−chain steps until it gets the broadcast
message. Rank of processes is mapped into K-Chain tree virtual topology using following formula,

K
−1 H
−1
k=0 i =0

( H · k + i + 1)

• Binomial tree algorithm. The binomial tree topology is determined according to the binomial tree deﬁnition [20]. The
algorithm employs balanced binomial tree (Fig. 3e). Unlike
the binary tree, the maximum nodal degree of the binomial
tree decreases from the root down to the leaves as follows:
log2 P , log2 P  − 1, log2 P  − 2, .... The height of the binomial tree is the order of the tree, H = log2 P .
In the following section, we build performance models for the
broadcast algorithms described above.
4. Modeling of Open MPI broadcast algorithms on multi-core
cluster
We build new analytical performance models of broadcast algorithms described in Section 3 for multi-core clusters. For point-topoint communication modeling, we use the τ -Lop model.
τ -Lop takes into account the distinctive features of the communication channels to represent a point-to-point transmission as
a sequence of transfers via shared memory or network. In this
approach, we use the τ -Lop model, that it estimates the time
c
of sending a point-to-point message in s transfers as T p2p
(m) =

s

oc (m) + i =1 L c i (m), where c represents the communication channel, and the o and L parameters represent the overhead of the
communication protocol and the transfer time respectively. Hence,
τ -Lop considers a different representation for a message transmitted through shared memory (c = 0) and network channel (c = 1).
For instance, through shared memory, MPI libraries default transmission is through a shared intermediate buffer between sender
and receiver processes, hence two identical transfers (s = 2) are
needed to transmit the message, and previous expression reduces
0
to T p2p
(m) = o0 (m) + 2L 0 (m). While, through a network, representation depends on the network capabilities. For instance, in
an Ethernet network we consider two shared memory transfers,
from sender memory to NIC and from receiver NIC to destina1
(m) =
tion memory, and a network transfer between NICs, as T p2p
o1 (m) + 2L 0 (m) + L 1 (m).
Most of the Open MPI broadcast algorithms are implemented
using message segmentation, except for the ﬂat tree broadcast
algorithm. For segmented broadcast algorithms, we assume that
m = ns · ms , where ns and ms are the number of segments and the
segment size respectively. In this paper, we assume the same ﬁxed
segment size in all segmented algorithms.
4.1. Flat tree algorithm
Fig. 3. Virtual topologies used by broadcast algorithms in Open MPI.

In Open MPI, the linear broadcast algorithm is implemented
using non-blocking send and blocking receive operations. The algorithm transmits the whole message from the root to the leaves
without message segmentation. Because of non-segmented message transmission and assuming the rendezvous protocol, each next
send only starts after the previous one has been completed. Therefore, the execution time of the linear tree broadcast algorithm will
be equal to the sum of execution times of P − 1 send operations:

T B F T ( P , m) =

P −1


c

i
T p2p
(m),

(1)

i =1
c

i
where T p2p
is the point-to-point communication time through a
channel c i , connecting the root and the i-th process, estimated using the τ -Lop model. In the rest of the paper, we use BFT to refer
to the blocking ﬂat tree broadcast algorithm.

6
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Algorithm 1 Tree-based segmented broadcast algorithm.

of an arbitrary NBFT, T N B F T ( P , C , m), which can use both available
channels, is modeled as follows,

if (rank == root ) then
// Send segments to all children
for i ∈ 0..ns − 1 do
for child ∈ list of children do
MPI_Isend(segment[i], child, ... )
end for
MPI_Waitall(. . .)
end for
else if (intermediate nodes) then
for i ∈ 0..ns − 1 do
// Post receive and wait
MPI_Irecv(segment [i ])
MPI_Wait(. . .)
// Send data to children
for child ∈ list of children do
MPI_Isend(segment [i ], child, ... )
end for
MPI_Waitall(children)
end for
else if (leaf nodes) then
// Receive all segments from parent in a loop
for i ∈ 0..ns − 1 do
MPI_Irecv(segment [i ], ... )
MPI_Wait(. . .)
end for
end if



T N B F T ( P , C , m) =
T N0 B F T ( P , m), if C = 0
T N1 B F T (C +  PQ−(Cm−)1  + 1, m), otherwise.

(4)

Thus, in our model the execution time of any NBFT A using two
channels (shared memory (c = 0) and network (c = 1)) will be calculated as the execution time of the NBFT B, which only uses the
network channel and is obtained from A by formal replacement of
each group of Q (m) shared-memory transmissions by one network
transmission.
It is evident from Algorithm 1 that NBFTs are only used in Open
MPI to transmit segments of the same ﬁxed size, ms , which is
therefore not a variable in our model.
The execution time of the NBFT broadcasting a message of size
c
ms through channel c, T N
B F T ( P , m s ), can be bounded as follows,
c
T p2p
(ms ) ≤ T Nc B F T ( P , ms ) ≤ T Bc F T ( P , ms ).

(5)

The lower bound represents the case of purely parallel point-topoint communications, while the upper bound - the case of purely
serial point-to-point communications.
From formula (1), we can derive

T Bc F T ( P , ms ) =

P −1


c
c
T p2p
(ms ) = ( P − 1) · T p2p
(ms ).

(6)

i =1

Hence,
c
c
T p2p
(ms ) ≤ T Nc B F T ( P , ms ) ≤ ( P − 1) · T p2p
(ms ).

Fig. 4. Cluster of two quad-core processors. Processes running on the same processor
use the shared-memory for point-to-point communications (green links). Processes
running on different processors use the network for point-to-point communications
(the red link).

Therefore, we approximate
c
TN
B F T ( P , ms )

P −1


ci

as follows,

(8)

4.2. Binomial tree algorithm
In Open MPI, the binomial tree broadcast algorithm is segmentationbased and implemented as a combination of ﬂat tree broadcast
algorithms using non-blocking send and receive operations, NBFTs.
Fig. 5 shows the broadcast binomial tree with eight processes
( P = 8) mapped to the cores of the cluster of two quad-core processors shown in Fig. 4. It also details the stages of execution of the
binomial tree algorithm when the number of segments, ns = mm ,
s
is equal to 3. Each stage consists of parallel execution of several
NBFTs. Therefore, the execution time of each stage will be equal
to the maximum execution time of its NBFTs. We assume that the
stages of the algorithm are executed serially. Therefore, the total
execution time of the algorithm will be equal to the sum of the
execution times of its stages.
Open MPI employs the balanced binomial tree for the binomial
tree broadcast algorithm. The height of the balanced binomial tree
is equal to log 2 P . Therefore, the algorithm will be completed in
log 2 P  + mms − 1 stages. Thus, the time to complete the binomial
tree broadcast algorithm can be estimated as follows,

(2)

i =1

Obviously, 0 ≤ C ≤ P − 1. Therefore, the number of point-topoint communications through shared memory in the NBFT will
be equal to P − C − 1. The time of message transmission through
a network channel is longer than through shared memory. In our
model, we assume that
1
0
T p2p
(m) = Q (m) · T p2p
(m),

= γ (P ) ·

c
T p2p
(ms ),

(7)

where γ c ( P ) is a parallelization factor, representing the increase in
the cost of P − 1 overlapping non-blocking transmissions, originating from the same root, of a segment of size ms through the
channel c in the NBFT, with respect to a single point-to-point
transmission (1 ≤ γ c ( P ) ≤ P − 1).

Every time the Open MPI MPI_Bcast operation is invoked with
a speciﬁc root, an internal tree with the speciﬁc virtual topology
for the chosen algorithm is built, and then, the algorithm is executed. This internal tree is used as a building block in tree-based
segmented broadcast algorithms implementing MPI_Bcast, namely,
in the binomial tree, binary tree, split binary tree, k-chain tree, and
chain tree broadcast algorithms (see Algorithm 1 for more details).
That tree algorithm is composed of ﬂat trees using non-blocking
send and receive operations, which we refer to as Non-Blocking
Flat Trees (NBFTs).
As illustrated in Fig. 5, NBFT can use either one of the two
available channels for all point-to-point communications or both
of them. The number of network point-to-point communications,
C , in an NBFT can be calculated as follows,

C=

c

c
TN
B F T ( P , ms )

(3)

T binomial ( P , m, ms ) =

where Q (m) is a platform-dependent parameter representing the
ratio of delays of the communication channels ( Q (m) > 1). We dec
note T N
B F T ( P , m) the execution time of an NBFT, which uses only
one channel, c, for all message transmissions. The execution time

log2 P + mms


i =1

7

−1





max T N B F T P i j i , C i j i , ms ,
ji

(9)
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tion. While the height of the chain tree equals P − 1, the algorithm
will be completed in P + mm − 2 stages, each consisting of a varying
s
number of concurrent NBFTs. All the NBFTs will have exactly two
nodes and therefore be equivalent to non-blocking point-to-point
communications. Fig. 6 illustrates the stages of execution of the
chain tree algorithm on the cluster of two quad-core processors
(Fig. 4) when the broadcast message is split into three segments
(ns = mm = 3). Each stage consists of parallel execution of several
s
NBFTs. Therefore, the execution time of each stage will be equal
to the maximum execution time of its NBFTs. As we assume sequential execution of the stages, the total execution time of the
algorithm will be equal to the sum of the execution times of its
stages. Thus, the execution time of the chain tree algorithm can be
estimated as
P + mm −2

T chain ( P , m, ms ) =

s




(10)

ji

i =1
Fig. 5. The topology and execution stages of the binomial broadcast algorithm employing the non-blocking ﬂat tree (NBFT) broadcasts on a cluster of two quad-core
processors ( P = 8) shown in Fig. 4. The message is split up into ns = 3 segments.
Each arrow in an NBFT represents transmission of a segment through a shared
memory (green) or network (red) channel. The number over the arrow gives the
index of the broadcast segment and ranges from 1 to 3. The execution time of each
stage is equal to the execution time of its longest NBFT, which is encircled in a
gray-colored oval.



max T N B F T P i j i , C i j i , ms ,

where the number of nodes in the j i -th N B F T running at i-th
stage, P i j i , is always equal to 2. The number of parallel NBFTs is
varying from stage to stage, starting from 1 for stage 1, incrementally growing to P − 1 for middle stages, and then incrementally
decreasing to 1 for the last, ( P + mm − 2)-th, stage.
s

4.4. Binary tree algorithm
In Open MPI, the binary tree broadcast algorithm is segmentationbased and uses the balanced binary tree topology (see Fig. 3c). The
root broadcasts each segment to its children using the NBFT. Upon
receipt of the next segment, each internal node acts similarly. As
the height of the balanced binary tree is equal to log2 P , the
algorithm will be completed in log2 P  + mm − 1 stages, each cons
sisting of a varying number of concurrent NBFTs. Fig. 7 illustrates
the stages of execution of the binary tree algorithm on the cluster
of two quad-core processors (Fig. 4) when the broadcast message
is split into three segments (ns = mm = 3). Each stage consists of
s
parallel execution of several NBFTs. Therefore, the execution time
of each stage will be equal to the execution time of its longest
NBFT. As we assume sequential execution of the stages, the execution time of the algorithm will be equal to the sum of the
execution times of the stages. Therefore,

T binar y ( P , m, ms ) =
log2 P + mms −1


i =1

Fig. 6. The topology and execution stages of the chain broadcast algorithm employing NBFT broadcasts on the cluster of two quad-core processors ( P = 8) from
Fig. 4. The message is split up into ns = 3 segments. Each arrow in an NBFT represents transmission of a segment through a shared memory (green) or network (red)
channel. The number over the arrow is the index of the broadcast segment. The execution time of each stage is equal to the execution time of its longest NBFT, which
is encircled in a gray-colored oval.





max T N B F T P i j i , C i j i , ms ,
ji

(11)

where the number of nodes in the j i -th N B F T running at the i-th
stage, P i j i , is either 3 or 2. The number of parallel NBFTs is varying
from stage to stage, starting from 1 for stage 1 and reaching a
maximum of 2log2 P  for middle stages.
4.5. K-chain tree algorithm

where P i j i (1 ≤ P i j i ≤ log 2 P ) is the number of nodes in the j i th N B F T running at i-th stage. The number of parallel NBFTs is
varying from stage to stage but upper bounded by 2 + (log 2 P  −
1) · (log 2 P  − 2).

In Open MPI, the K -chain tree algorithm is implemented using
non-blocking communication and message segmentation. In the K chain tree, the root node has K ( K > 1) children, while the internal
nodes have a single child each (Fig. 3d). As the height of the tree is
1
1
 P−
, the algorithm takes  P −
 + mms − 1 stages to complete. As
K
K
we assume sequential execution of the stages, the execution time
of the algorithm will be equal to the sum of the execution times
of the stages. Therefore,

4.3. Chain tree algorithm
In Open MPI, the chain tree algorithm is segmentation-based
and implemented using non-blocking point-to-point communica8
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time to complete the split-binary tree algorithm can be estimated
as follows:

T split_binar y ( P , m, ms ) =
m
log2 P + 2m
−1
s


i =1





max T N B F T P i j i , C i j i , ms +
ji



c

k
max T p2p

ck


i =1

−1





max T N B F T P i j i , C i j i , ms ,
ji

,

(13)

5. Estimation of algorithm speciﬁc and platform dependent
model parameters
As presented in Section 4, the analytical models of the Open
MPI broadcast algorithms use the τ -Lop point-to-point model parameters, the ratio of delays of the communication channels Q (m),
and the parallelization factor γ c ( P ) as the model parameters. The
traditional state-of-the-art approach to estimation of model parameters would be to ﬁnd these parameters from a number of
point-to-point communication experiments. Namely, the time of a
round-trip of a message of size m, R T T (m), is measured for a wide
range of m. From these experiments, a system of linear equations
with unknown model parameters is derived. Then, linear regression is applied to ﬁnd model parameters.
This approach yields a unique single set of parameters for each
target platform. Unfortunately, with model parameters found this
way, not all our analytical formulas will be accurate enough to
be used for accurate selection of the best performing broadcast
algorithm. Using non-linear regression does not improve the situation as the function R T T (m) is typically near linear. Therefore,
we propose to estimate the model parameters separately for each
broadcast algorithm. More speciﬁcally, we propose to design a speciﬁc communication experiment for each broadcast algorithm, so
that the algorithm itself would be involved in the execution of
the experiment. Moreover, the execution time of this experiment
must be dominated by the execution time of this broadcast algorithm. Then, we conduct a number of experiments on the target
platform for a range of numbers of processors and message sizes.
From those experiments, we can derive a suﬃciently large number of equations with unknown model parameters, and then use
an appropriate solver to ﬁnd their values.
Our approach to this problem is the following. We consider
γ c ( P ) and Q (m) platform-speciﬁc but algorithm-independent parameters and design a separate communication experiment for
their estimation. The values of γ c ( P ) and Q (m) found from this
experiment are then used as known constants in the algorithmspeciﬁc systems of equations for the τ -Lop model parameters.
We present this approach in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The motivation behind assuming γ c ( P ) and Q (m) algorithm-independent is
that otherwise they would appear in the derived equations as unknowns and make the equations non-linear.

T kchain ( P , m, ms ) =


2

where the number of nodes in the j i -th N B F T running at the i-th
stage of the forwarding phase, P i j i , is either 3 or 2. The number
of parallel NBFTs at the forwarding phase is varying from stage
to stage, starting from 1 for stage 1 and reaching a maximum of
2log2 P  for middle stages.

Fig. 7. The topology and execution stages of the binary broadcast algorithm employing the non-blocking ﬂat trees (NBFTs) broadcasts on the cluster of two quad-core
processors ( P = 8) from Fig. 4. The message is split up into ns = 3 segments. Each
arrow in an NBFT represents transmission of a segment through the shared memory (green) or network (red) channel. The number over the arrow gives the index of
the broadcast segment. The execution time of each stage is equal to the execution
time of its longest NBFT, which is encircled in a gray-colored oval.

P −1
m
K + m s

m

(12)

where the number of nodes in the j i -th N B F T running at the i-th
stage, P i j i , is either K + 1 or 2. The number of parallel NBFTs is
varying from stage to stage, starting from 1 for stage 1 and reaching a maximum of P − K − 1 for middle stages.
4.6. Split-binary tree algorithm
In Open MPI, the split-binary tree algorithm is segmentationbased and implemented using blocking send and non-blocking receive routines. This is the difference from other segmented treebased broadcast algorithms which all use non-blocking standardmode send. However, because in Open MPI the segment size ms
is selected so that the blocking sends in the split binary tree will
be executed in the buffered mode, we approximate the execution
time of all ﬂat tree broadcast algorithms in the split binary tree
algorithm by the execution time of an NBFT.
The split binary tree algorithm consists of two phases – forwarding and exchange. In the ﬁrst phase, the message of size m is
split into two equal parts in the root, which are then sent to the
left and right subtrees respectively using message segmentation.
After completion of the ﬁrst phase, each node in the left subtree
contains the ﬁrst half of the message and each node in the right
subtree – the second half of the message. Because of segmentation,
each node will receive 2·mm segments during the ﬁrst phase.
s
As the balanced binary tree virtual topology is employed in the
split-binary tree algorithm, each node in the left subtree will have
a matching pair in the right subtree and vice versa. In the second
phase, each pair of matching nodes in the left and right subtrees
exchange their halves of the message. The execution time of the
split-binary tree broadcast will be equal to the sum of the execution times of the ﬁrst and second phases. As the height of the
balanced binary tree is equal to log2 P , the ﬁrst phase will be
m
completed in log 2 P  + 2m
− 1 stages. While in the second phase
s
each pair of matching nodes sends/receives message at the same
time, the execution time of the second phase will be equal to
ck  m 
1
max T p2p
where 1 ≤ k ≤  P −
 and ck ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, as we
2
2

5.1. Estimation of γ c ( P ) and Q (m)
The model parameter γ c ( P ) represents the increase in the cost
of the overlapping P − 1 non-blocking transmissions through the
NBFT with respect to a single point-to-point message transmission. The NBFT is only used for broadcasting of a segment in the
tree-based segmented broadcast algorithms. Thus, in the context of

ck

assume sequential execution of stages at the forwarding phase, the
9
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T comm_experiment ( P , m) =
T bcast ( P , m) + T f lat_gather ( P , ms ).

(16)

The execution time of the ﬂat-without-synchronization gather
algorithm, gathering a segment of size ms on the root from P − 1
processes, is estimated as follows [28],
Fig. 8. A system of M linear equations with o0 , o1 , L 0 and L 1 as unknowns, derived from M communication experiments, each consisting of the execution of
the binomial tree broadcast algorithm, broadcasting a message of size mi (i =
1, ..., M) from the root to the remaining P − 1 processes, followed by the ﬂatwithout-synchronization gather algorithm, gathering messages of size ms (segment
size) on the root. The execution times, T i , of these experiments are measured on
the root.

T f lat_gather ( P , m) =
P −1

i =1

γ c(P ) =

T Nc B F T ( P , ms )

=

c
T p2p
(ms )

T Nc B F T (2, ms )

max(c )

i =1
0
T p2p
(ms ),
1
T p2p (ms ),

max(1)

N


max(c )

by barriers. The routine broadcasts a message of size ms .
• We estimate T Nc B F T ( P , ms ) as

N

N


.

N

c
TN
B F T ( P , ms )

max
ji

T N1 B F T (2, ms )
T N0 B F T (2, ms )

max
ji

0
γ 0 ( P i j i ) · T p2p
(ms ), if C i j i = 0
1
γ 1 ( P i◦j ) · T p2p
(ms ), otherwise

=

i ji )
1
· T p2p
(ms ), if C i j i = 0
Q (ms )
1
1
( P i◦j i ) · T p2p
(ms ), otherwise

=

N

i =1

1



ji

i =1

γ

1
T p2p
(ms ) ·





max T N B F T P i j i , C i j i , ms =

 γ 0(P

i =1

is
c
TN
B F T (2, m s )
used as a platform-speciﬁc but algorithm-independent estimation
of γ c ( P ).
Parameter Q (m) only appears in the analytical models of the
Open MPI broadcast algorithms in the context of NBFTs broadcasting a segment of ﬁxed size ms (see Section 4). Therefore, we only
c
c
need to estimate Q (ms ). By deﬁnition T N
B F T (2, m s ) = T p2p (m s ),
and using formula (3) we estimate Q (ms ) as

Q (ms ) =



i =1

The experimentally obtained discrete function

(17)

T bcast ( P , m) = T binomial ( P , m) =

• For each 2 ≤ P ≤ P N B F T , we measure on the root the execution time θ c ( P , N ) of N successive calls of the NBFT separated

T Nc B F T ( P , ms ) =

=

if c i = 1

where o0 , o1 , L 0 and L 1 denote o0 (ms ), o1 (ms ), L 0 (ms ) and L 1 (ms )
respectively. Thus, as {c i }iP=−11 are all knowns for the experimental
setup, T f lat_gather ( P , m) is estimated as a linear function of unknown τ -Lop model parameters o 0 , o1 , L 0 and L 1 .
To explain in detail the contribution of the broadcast algorithm
in the estimated time of the experiment, we assume the binomial
tree broadcast algorithm. Therefore, according to formulas (3), (4)
and (9), the execution time of the broadcast algorithm will be expressed as follows,

where P ∈ {2, ..., P N B F T }. P N B F T is the maximum number of the
processes communicating through the network channel in NBFTs.
max(0)
P N B F T is the maximum number of the processes communicating
through the shared memory channel where the NBFT only uses
the shared memory channel. Therefore, in order to estimate γ c ( P ),
c
we need a method for estimation of T N
B F T ( P , m s ). We use the
following method:

θc(P , N)

if c i = 0

i =1

(14)

,

c

i
T p2p
(ms ) =


P −1

o0 + 2L 0 , if c i = 0
o1 + 2L 0 + L 1 , if c i = 1

Open MPI, the NBFT will always broadcast a message of size ms to
a relatively small number of processes.
According to Formula (8),

T Nc B F T ( P , ms )



P −1


0

o + 2L + L

1

·

 γ 0(P

max
ji

N

i =1

i ji )

, if C i j i = 0
Q (ms )
1
( P i◦j i ), otherwise

γ

 γ 0(P

max
ji

=

i ji )

, if C i j i = 0
Q (ms )
◦
1
( P i j i ), otherwise

γ

(18)

where N is the number of execution stages of the algorithm,
N = log 2 P  + mm − 1; P i j i and C i j i are the number of nodes and
s
the number of network point-to-point communications in the j i -th
P i j − C i ji − 1
.
NBFT at i-th stage respectively; P i◦j = C i j i +  i
i
Q (ms )
In this experiment, { P i j i } and {C i j i } are all knowns. As presented in Section 5.1, γ c ( P ) and Q (ms ) are algorithm-independent
parameters, which are estimated separately, before the estimation of algorithm-speciﬁc τ -Lop parameters. Therefore, P i◦j = C i j i +
i
P i ji − C i ji − 1 γ 0 ( P i ji )
◦
1
, Q (ms ) and γ ( P i j i ) are also all knowns for all i

Q (ms )
and j i . Thus, like T f lat_gather ( P , m), T bcast ( P , m) is also estimated
as a linear function of unknown τ -Lop model parameters o 0 , o1 ,
L 0 and L 1 . Therefore, for each pair of ( P , m), formula (16) will
yield one linear equation with unknown τ -Lop model parameters
of the form

(15)

5.2. Estimation of algorithm speciﬁc model parameters
To estimate the model parameters for a given broadcast algorithm, we design a communication experiment, which starts and
ﬁnishes on the root (in order to accurately measure its execution
time using the root clock), and involves the execution of the modeled broadcast algorithm so that the total time of the experiment
would be dominated by the time of its execution. In this section,
we present the estimation of τ -Lop model parameters.
For all broadcast algorithms, the communication experiment
consists of a broadcast of a message of size m (where m is a
multiple of segment size ms ), using the modeled broadcast algorithm, followed by the ﬂat-without-synchronization gather algorithm. This algorithm works by gathering messages of size ms
on the root. The execution time of this experiment on P nodes,
T comm_experiment ( P , m), can be estimated as follows,

T comm_experiment ( P , m) =
0

λ1 · o + λ 2 · o 1 + λ3 · L 0 + λ 4 · L 1

(19)

where λ1 , λ2 , λ3 and λ4 are constants. By repeating this experiment with different m, we obtain a system of linear equations for
10
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Table 1
max(1)
max(0)
Estimated values of P N B F T , P N B F T and

γ 1 ( P ) on Grisou, Gros and MareNostrum4 clusters.
(b)

(a)
Cluster

max(1)
PNBFT

max(0)
PNBFT

Gros
Grisou
MareNostrum4

7
7
5

3
3
3

γ 1(P )

Number of processes (P)
Grisou
1.114
1.219
1.283
1.451
1.540

3
4
5
6
7

Gros
1.084
1.170
1.254
1.339
1.424

MareNostrum4
1.145
1.290
1.435

Table 2
Estimated values of o1 , L 0 and L 1 on the Grisou, MareNostrum4 and Gros clusters for Open MPI broadcast algorithms. o0 is equal to 0 in all clusters.
Broadcast algorithm

Linear tree
K-Chain tree
Chain tree
Split-binary tree
Binary tree
Binomial tree

o1 , L 0 , L 1 (sec )
Grisou

MareNostrum4

Gros

2.1 × 10−4 , 2.1 × 10−4 , 2.1 × 10−4
2.2 × 10−4 , 4.1 × 10−5 , 2.2 × 10−4
1.2 × 10−5 , 2.0 × 10−5 , 1.2 × 10−5

6.8 × 10−4 , 6.7 × 10−4 , 6.8 × 10−4
6.2 × 10−5 , 1.2 × 10−5 , 6.2 × 10−5
5.4 × 10−5 , 5.8 × 10−6 , 5.4 × 10−5

8.2 × 10−5 ,
8.0 × 10−6 ,
8.1 × 10−6 ,
3.2 × 10−5 ,
5.6 × 10−5 ,
1.9 × 10−5 ,

7.4 × 10−5 , 3.5 × 10−4 , 7.4 × 10−5
3.3 × 10−4 , 3.0 × 10−4 , 3.3 × 10−4
9.7 × 10−5 , 2.1 × 10−4 , 9.7 × 10−5

1.7 × 10−4 , 2.1 × 10−5 , 1.7 × 10−4
3.0 × 10−4 , 7.5 × 10−5 , 3.0 × 10−4
7.9 × 10−5 , 7.9 × 10−6 , 7.9 × 10−5

o0 , o1 , L 0 and L 1 (Fig. 8). Each equation in this system is represented in the canonical form, λi1 · o0 + λi2 · o1 + λi3 · L 0 + λi4 · L 1 =
T i , (i = 1, ..., M ). Finally, we use the least-square regression to ﬁnd
unknown model parameters. Similarly, we build systems of linear equations for other broadcast algorithms implemented in Open
MPI.

8.2 × 10−5 ,
1.1 × 10−5 ,
1.3 × 10−5 ,
9.3 × 10−6 ,
9.7 × 10−6 ,
8.0 × 10−6 ,

8.2 × 10−5
8.0 × 10−6
8.1 × 10−6
3.2 × 10−5
5.6 × 10−5
1.9 × 10−5

We follow a detailed methodology to make sure that the experimental results are reliable: 1) We make sure that the cluster
is fully reserved and dedicated to our experiments. 2) For each
data point in the execution time of collective algorithms, the sample mean is used, which is calculated by executing the application
repeatedly until the sample mean lies in the 95% conﬁdence interval and a precision of 0.025 (2.5%) has been achieved. We also
check that the individual observations are independent and their
population follows the normal distribution. For this purpose, MPIBlib tool [27] is used. As presented in Section 5.2, we design the
communication experiments using broadcast algorithms and the
ﬂat-without-synchronization gather algorithm. Gathering the message in the root enables us to measure the execution time of the
experiment using the root clock where it is started. The estimation
of the execution time is synchronized by the three MPI_Barrier.
The ﬁrst MPI_Barrier is used before the loop where repetitions
start. The second is used directly before MPI_Bcast to make sure
that processes start the message transmission at the same time.
The last one is used directly after MPI_Bcast to make sure that all
processes received the message, then gather starts.
All results presented in the paper are reproducible. The MPI
code to run communication experiments and Python scripts to
train models is freely available from the UCD GitLab server [2].

6. Experimental results and analysis
In this section, we present experimental validation of the proposed approach to selection of optimal broadcast algorithms on
multi-core clusters.
6.1. Experimental setup and methodology
We validate our approach on three large scale clusters. Two
clusters, Grisou and Gros, are located in France and belong to the
Grid5000 experimental infrastructure. The third cluster, MareNostrum4, is hosted by Barcelona Supercomputing Center.
Grid5000 is the large-scale testbed with seven sites in Grenoble,
Luxembourg, Lyon, Nancy, Nantes, Rennes and Sophia. We run our
experiments on Grisou and Gros clusters of the Nancy site using
Open MPI 3.1. Grisou consists of 51 nodes each with 2 Intel Xeon
E5-2630 v3 CPUs (8 cores/CPU), 128 GiB RAM, interconnected via
10 Gbps Ethernet. Gros consists of 124 nodes each with Intel Xeon
Gold 5220 CPU (18 cores/CPU), 96 GiB RAM, interconnected via 25
Gbps Ethernet.
MareNostrum4 is a cluster based on Intel Xeon Platinum processors from the Skylake generation in the Barcelona Supercomputing Center. It consists of 3456 nodes each with 2-socket Intel
Xeon Platinum 8160 CPU with 24 cores per socket, 96 GiB of main
memory 1.880 GB/core, interconnected via 10 Gbit Ethernet.
In our collective experiments, we use up to 38 nodes in Grisou,
up to 56 nodes in Gros, and up to 10 nodes in MareNostrum4. MPI
programs use the one-process-per-CPU-core conﬁguration, and the
maximal total number of processes is 600 for Grisou, 1000 for Gros
and 480 for MareNostrum4. They utilize all CPU-cores in the nodes
used in experiments. The default serial mapping of MPI processes
to cores is used in all programs. The message segment size, ms ,
for segmented broadcast algorithms is set to 8 KB and is the same
in all experiments. This very segment size is commonly used for
segmented broadcast algorithms in Open MPI. Selection of optimal
segment size is out of the scope of this paper.

⎧
14.31 · o1 + 1012.31 · L 0 + 14.31 · L 1 = 0.0103169514
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
17.15 · o1 + 1015.15 · L 0 + 17.15 · L 1 = 0.010932707
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪22.85 · o1 + 1020.85 · L 0 + 22.85 · L 1 = 0.0121768391
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
34.24 · o1 + 1032.24 · L 0 + 34.24 · L 1 = 0.015099681
⎪
⎨
(20)
57.03 · o1 + 1055.03 · L 0 + 57.03 · L 1 = 0.0199503694
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
0
1
⎪102.59 · o + 1100.59 · L + 102.59 · L = 0.0293413861
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
193.73 · o1 + 1191.73 · L 0 + 193.73 · L 1 = 0.0479402791
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
376.00 · o1 + 1374.00 · L 0 + 376.00 · L 1 = 0.0479402791
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
740.55 · o1 + 1738.55 · L 0 + 740.55 · L 1 = 0.1595142696
A system of linear equations built in Gros cluster using binomial tree broadcast
algorithm where P = 1000 and m ∈ [16K B , 4M B ].
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Table 3
Comparison of the model-based and Open MPI selections with the best performing MPI_Bcast algorithm. For each selected algorithm, its performance degradation
against the optimal one is given in braces.
P=600, Grisou

P=450, Grisou
m (KB)
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

Best

Model-based (%)

f lat
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain

chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain

(24)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

Open MPI (%)
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
chain (0)
chain (0)
chain (0)
chain (0)

(1568)
(1211)
(702)
(1153)
(1106)

m (KB)

Best

Model-based (%)

Open MPI (%)

16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

f lat
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain

chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain
chain

split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
chain (0)
chain (0)
chain (0)
chain (0)

(20)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

(1006)
(744)
(808)
(792)
(762)

P=1000, Gros
P=400, Gros

m (KB)

Best

Model-based (%)

Open MPI (%)

16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
k − chain
k − chain

binomial (1)
split_binar y (0)
split_binar y (0)
split_binar y (0)
split_binar y (0)
split_binar y (0)
k − chain (2)
k − chain (0)
k − chain (0)

split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
chain (97)
chain (570)
chain (73)
chain (66)

m (KB)

Best

Model-based (%)

Open MPI (%)

16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain

binar y (1)
binar y (6)
split_binar y (0)
split_binar y (0)
k − chain (0)
k − chain (0)
k − chain (0)
k − chain (0)
k − chain (0)

split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
chain (67)
chain (76)
chain (62)
chain (42)

m (KB)

Best

Model-based (%)

Open MPI (%)

m (KB)

Best

Model-based (%)

Open MPI (%)

16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

split_binar y
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
chain
chain
chain

k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
chain (0)
chain (0)

split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
chain (9)
chain (0)
chain (0)
chain (0)

16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

split_binar y
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain

k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain
k − chain

split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
split_binar y
chain (31)
chain (21)
chain (49)
chain (49)

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(4)

P=96, MareNostrum4

(3)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(1)

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

P=480, MareNostrum4

(0)
(4)
(19)
(40)
(74)

6.2. Experimental estimation of model parameters

(84)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

(0)
(92)
(385)
(719)
(209)

characteristics. Despite the fact that the Split-binary tree and Binary tree broadcast algorithms use the same virtual topology, the
estimated time of a point-to-point communication is smaller in
the context of the Split-binary one. This can be explained by a
higher level of parallelism of the Split-binary algorithm, where a
signiﬁcant part of point-to-point communications is performed in
parallel by a large number of independent pairs of processes from
the left and right subtrees. o0 has been estimated 0 in all clusters
because of the small size, 8 K, of the message segment transmitted
through a shared memory channel.

Platform-speciﬁc but algorithm-independent model parameters

γ c ( P ) and Q (ms ) are estimated ﬁrst (and separately for each experimental cluster) following the methodology described in Section 5.1.
max(1)
max(0)
The calculated values of P N B F T and P N B F T for our experimenmax(0)

tal setups are given in Table 1(a). γ 0 ( P N B F T ) is estimated 1 for all
the clusters. Q (ms ) is estimated 6 for Grisou, 12 for Gros and 9
for MareNostrum4. The estimated values of γ 1 ( P ) for P from 3 to
7 are given in Table 1.
Then, algorithm-speciﬁc τ -Lop model parameters are estimated
for each platform and each algorithm, following the method described in Section 5.2. In the communication experiments, we use
600 processes on Grisou, 1000 processes on Gros, and 480 processes on MareNostrum4. The message size, m, varies in the range
from 16 KB to 4 MB on all platforms. We use 9 different message sizes for Open MPI broadcast algorithms, {mi }9i =1 , separated
by a constant step in the logarithmic scale, log2 mi +1 − log2 mi = 1.
Thus, for each broadcast algorithm, we obtain a system of 9 linear
equations with τ -Lop model parameters as unknowns (See (20)).
We use the Huber regressor [18] to ﬁnd their values from the system. The values of the parameters for each platform can be found
in Table 2. We can see that the values of model parameters do
vary depending on the broadcast algorithm. The results support
our original hypothesis that the average execution time of a pointto-point communication will very much depend on the context of
the use of point-to-point communications in the algorithm. Therefore, the estimated values capture more than just sheer network

6.3. Accuracy of selection of optimal collective algorithms using the
constructed analytical performance models
The constructed analytical performance models of the Open
MPI broadcast algorithms are designed for the use in the MPI_Bcast
routines for eﬃcient and accurate runtime selection of the optimal
algorithm, depending on the number of processes and the message
size. While the eﬃciency is evident from the low complexity of the
analytical formulas derived in Section 4, the experimental results
on the accuracy are presented in this section.
Fig. 9 shows the results of our experiments in three clusters for MPI_Bcast. We present results of experiments with P ∈
{450, 500, 550, 600} in Grisou, with P ∈ {400, 600, 800, 1000} in
Gros and with P ∈ {96, 144, 336, 480} in MareNostrum4. Again,
the message size, m, varies in the range from 16 KB to 4 MB on
all platforms, and we use 9 different sizes, {mi }9i =1 , separated by
a constant step in the logarithmic scale, log2 mi +1 − log2 mi = 1.
The plots show the execution time of the broadcast operation as a
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the selection accuracy of the Open MPI decision function and the proposed model-based method for MPI_Bcast. (9a - 9c), (9d - 9f) and (9g - 9i) present
performance of collectives on Grisou, Gros and MareNostrum4 clusters respectively.

function of the message size. Each data point on a green line shows
the performance of the algorithm selected by the Open MPI decision function for the given number of processes and message size.
Each point on a red line shows the performance of the algorithm
selected by our decision function, which uses the constructed analytical models. Each point on a blue line shows the performance of
the best broadcast algorithm for MPI_Bcast. Fig. 10 demonstrates
the accuracy of the model-based selection compared to the best
performance and Open MPI decision function for all message sizes
and the number of processes on three clusters.
Table 3 presents selections made for MPI_Bcast using the proposed model-based runtime procedure and the Open MPI decision
function. For each message size m, the best performing algorithm,
the model-based selected algorithm, and the Open MPI selected algorithm are given. For the latter two, the performance degradation

in percentages in comparison with the best performing algorithm
is also given.
It is evident from the results that for all message sizes but 16
KB, the model-based decision function selects either the optimal
(45 cases) or near-optimal (3) algorithm. The performance of the
near optimal algorithms is practically indistinguishable from that
of the optimal (the difference is 1%, 2% and 6% correspondingly).
In the case of 16 KB, on the Gros cluster it selects the near
optimal algorithms, which are practically as good as the optimal
(the difference in performance is only 1%). On the Grisou cluster,
the second best algorithm is selected with a moderate degradation of 20 − 24%. The second best algorithm is also selected on the
MareNostrum4 cluster with a degradation of 3 − 84%. Thus, the
inaccuracy of the model-based decision function for 16 KB experiments is either minor or quite moderate. It can be explained by
the fact that we use linear regression to ﬁnd the values of model
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Fig. 10. (10a), (10b) and (10c) present performance of MPI_Bcast on Grisou, Gros and MareNostrum4 clusters respectively. Blue, red and green surfaces present the best
performance of MPI_Bcast, model-based estimation and Open MPI decision function respectively.

parameters from the experimentally constructed systems of linear equations. Linear regression methods tend to prioritize larger
values in experimental data points over smaller ones when minimizing the penalty of the ﬁt. The Huber regressor [18], which we
use in our work, tries to mitigate this problem by increasing the
weight of smaller values but still follows the general trend. One
possible solution is to break the whole range of message sizes into
two segments, one for smaller messages and the other for larger
ones, and ﬁnd model parameters separately for each segment.
The Open MPI selection is near optimal in 46% cases and causes
signiﬁcant performance degradation in the remaining 54% cases
(up to 1106%, 570% and 719% on Grisou, Gros and MareNostrum4
clusters respectively).
The Open MPI decision function only uses three broadcast algorithms (chain tree, split-binary tree and binomial tree) out of a total of
six implemented and available for selection (see Listing 1). For example, the K-Chain tree broadcast algorithm, which is never used
by the Open MPI decision function, outperforms all the algorithms
on Gros in 38% cases, and on MareNostrum4 in 72% cases. In contrast to the Open MPI decision function, the model-based function
selects the K-Chain broadcast algorithm on Gros and MareNostrum4 platforms, when this algorithm is either the best or the
second best with a very small penalty of 1 − 2%.

into several segments and ﬁnd the values of model parameters
separately for each segment. There are other, more general possible solutions, but in order to study any possible solution, regular
access to a large-scale platform is needed. Unfortunately, the authors do not have such access.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a model-based approach to automatic selection of optimal algorithms for the MPI broadcast operation on multi-core clusters, which proved to be both eﬃcient
and accurate. We took into account the topology of the communication channels to build performance models. Communication
experiments are designed to estimate algorithmic and channelspeciﬁc model parameters.
We also developed this approach into a detailed method and
applied it to Open MPI 3.1 and its MPI_Bcast operations. We experimentally validated this method on three different clusters and
demonstrated its accuracy and eﬃciency. These results suggest that
the proposed approach, based on analytical performance modeling
of collective algorithms, provides the solution of the problem of
accurate and eﬃcient runtime selection of optimal algorithms for
MPI collective operations.
The target architecture for the presented method is a cluster of
multi-core processors. While this is the most common architecture
where MPI is used, there are other architectures such as heterogeneous clusters [23], [42] or Internet of Things [22], [15], where
MPI either is used or can be used in the future. Such platforms are
highly heterogeneous, represent a signiﬁcant challenge for accurate
modeling of MPI collective algorithms and are out of the scope of
this paper. We consider this topic as future work.

7. Discussion
In this section, we brieﬂy discuss some limitations of the presented work and their impact.
First, our approach assumes that collectives are implemented
through calls to point-to-point communication operations. We do
not consider MPI implementations that exploit hardware collective
support to perform certain collectives, for example, multicast, in
O(1).
Second, we assume that the segment size, ms , is ﬁxed and the
same in all collective algorithms. This limitation can be eased by
making the segment size another decision variable with values
from a small discrete set, say, {8K , 16K , 32K , 64K , 128K }. For each
collective algorithm, we can build a separate model for each value
of the segment size and use the models at runtime to select the
fastest combination of the algorithm and segment size for each
collective operation.
Third, we assume that the values of model parameters, such as
o0 , o1 , L 0 and L 1 do not depend on the number of processes, P ,
executing the algorithm. While this assumption did not negatively
affect the selective accuracy of the models in our experimental setups, it may not be the case for larger platforms, able to run tens
of thousands of MPI processes. For such platforms, one possible solution could be to break the total range of the number of processes
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